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Susd google apps

The information you keep in Google apps like Gmail, GCal, Reader, and Voice doesn't live in just one place. Check out some easy but unclear ways to connect different Google apps together and share their data and features. Get your Calendar in GmailOne from the most useful integration available to
Gmail and GCal users, the Google Calendar tool puts upcoming events on your email sidebar. To turn it on, just enable the Google Calendar tool in Gmail Labs. Click the Options link to configure the calendars from which you want to view events, and schedule events directly from Gmail using the Add
tool link. (Gmail Labs offers a lot of other app integrations, such as YouTube previews in Gmail, the ability to create a Google document from an email conversation, Picasa photo previews, Google docs, and Google's web search tool.) Putting your Gmail messages on your killer calendar tasks feature is
how it can work as a bridge between your inbox email and your calendar. If you add a Gmail message to your to-do list (choose add to tasks from the drop-down list more actions) and add a due date, this task appears in Google Calendar on that date. Even if gmail's task force isn't your primary to-do app,
this is an easy way to schedule an email that you don't need to deal with now but have a deadline in the future. G/O Media may get the committee's late access to a crowded space of web-based to-do lists, Gmail tasks have graduated from ... Read more Google Docs in your calendar and GmailCourtesy
from Google Calendar Labs, you can easily attach Google Docs to any event - such as the company's softball batting lineup next week. In GCal's Labs (in Settings), just enable Google Docs Attachment. Gmail Lab's popular task feature — which integrates the to-do list with Gmail and Google... Read
moreGmail has been integrated into GDocs since back in 2006; You can also convert the entire Gmail conversation to a Google document by enabling the Gmail Labs document creation feature. If you're a Gmail fan and spreadsheet, you'll be happy to know that next time you'll... Read moreGet Google
Profile Feeds in the new Google Reader Google Profile tool that offers interesting integration in Google Reader: The ability to connect people to the feeds they create. When you configure your Google profile and enter the websites where you created a store, the feeds available for those sites appear in
your profile — as well as in Google Reader. When you follow someone on Google Reader, you can easily see their blog and social network feed along with their photos and homes thanks to Google's profiles. ever so specifically labeled browsing stuff section in Google Click on the People you follow tab to
browse the people you care about and subscribe to the feeds they create. We've always preached about the importance of having an opinion on what Google says about you, but today read moreGet your google voice text messages via GmailJust this morning the Google Voice team added email
integration with your text messages. As Kevin mentioned, you can now get GV text messages forwarded to your email (Gmail or not) and reply to them from there, without ever touching your Google Voice tab or your phone. Google Voice web-based SMS mail is suitable for frequent reporters, but in the
end,... Read moreGet All Your Google Apps on iGoogleYou can't mention merging Google apps without giving iGoogle a signal. GApps addicts' home page of choice, iGoogle offers Gmail, Google Talk, Google Calendar, Google Docs, Gmail Tasks, Google Voice Tools Ultimate, All-In-One, and Google
Apps jump off immediately. (In fact, last week during the Gmail outage, the Gmail tool on iGoogle was still working - even when the appropriate Gmail web application had dropped.) ... Not to mention integration extensions and Browser SidebarBeyond in webapp ways to access Google's data applications
across products, you can also link browser extensions such as Google Integrated Gmail or iGoogleBar to Firefox. Instead, for easy access to Google apps no matter where you're working, place your browser sidebar for good use. If you've got a new task manager in Gmail now it's available on your mobile
device and... Read moreWhat other ways you use Google app data in another app? Yell it out in the comments. Gina Trapani, founder of Lifehacker, likes to find new ways to inform google apps of each other. Its weekly feature, Smarterware, appears every Wednesday on Lifehacker. Subscribe to feed
the Smarterware tag for new batches in your newsreader. Google unveiled its new service late Sunday night: Your Google Apps for Domain, a collaborative collection of Google tools for other companies and organizations. Here's it: Google Apps for Your Domain lets you deliver our communication and
collaboration tools to your entire organization — customizable with brand, color scheme, and content through the management control panel, and without devices or software to install or maintain. Tools include Gmail, Google Talk, Google Calendar and google page builder, and you can choose the combo
that suits your business. Now, you can subscribe to a beta service, and best of all everything is free - considering everything you get that's good. Planning to use Google Apps? Ideas for comments or tips in lifehacker.com. Google Apps for Photo Scope: PixabayiOS / Android: Google News is pretty much
a household phrase nowadays, and the company just released a great update on Android and iOS apps that add in a lot of machine learning. This will help you get more important and interesting news to read within the app. Whatever Google gets to stop feeding me news about Kimye, I'm all for it. Here's
a quick preview of Google News's new design and how it's customized to deliver news that only interests you: See what's in Google News in the For YouScreenshot Store: David Murphy, the first screen you see in the new Google News app — once you agree to share your site with the app and receive
news notifications (if you want)—it's for you, a quick summary of news that Google thinks you're most interested in. At first glance, this must be a mix of timely site and national content, often from the main news sources that you will probably recognize. In some cases, you'll see a small icon instead of the
name of a news outlet. This is annoying, but there is nothing you can do to fix it, apart from learning any small code that determines the source of the news - it is easily done by clicking on the three-point icon under any title of the story. G/O Media may get a commission that a small three-point code is also
what you'll click on if you want to save a story to read later, hide all stories from a particular news source (if you hate it), or let Google News's machine learning tools know you want more or less stories like what you just saw. Remember, since Google News relies heavily on algorithms to feed you for
content, the more you customize the service, the more relevant your news is (in theory). Just headlines, please screen: David MurphyIf you want to give up a custom summary and just see what happens across various news categories - such as US, world, business, technology, entertainment, and so on,
just click on the headlines icon. The same deal as before: If you find a source you care about (or don't want to see it again), the three-point code titled Story will allow you to save a story later, go directly to the landing page of all the stories of this source on Google News, or hide that source forever. You
can also click on a strange little icon that looks like a blue square, with green images, partially defined with red and yellow lines (huh?), to see what other sources you might be reporting on a particular topic. Google calls this full coverage feed and can be a useful way to find out what everyone is saying
about a topic or story that interests you. Snapshot: David MurphyCustomize your Google News Experience Google News will be a very boring app if you just told you what Google thinks you're more interested in reading. To set your favorite topics and news sources, as well as the sites you want to hear
about, click on the favorites icon within the app. Screenshot: If David Murphy clicks on the + icon within themes or sources - both take you to the same screen, strangely - Google will suggest some ideas and sources that might interested in the following. You can always search and add more by clicking on
a small star icon next to anything you care about. Don't be afraid to get granular. This is your news summary, after all. Once you choose some topics, you'll find that they display larger square cards on your favorite tab. Click on any to see all stories related to the subject or source, click View All and
manage to rearrange how they appear on your favorite tab. You can also share topics you care about with others - although I'm not sure why you need to download stories within a particular topic if you want to read them later when you have a dashed connection, stop following any topics you no longer
care about. There's no plus code on google's location card - a strange omission - so you'll have to use the combination code on the source card or themes to search for sites that interest you. Add one (or some), and Google will also start providing you relevant news in these areas. Finally, you'll find your
stories saved at the bottom of your favoritescreen. These do not automatically disappear once you read them, so once you reach the end of a saved article, remember to click on the three-point icon in the top left corner and click remove from the saved stories. Screenshot: If you need a little inspiration for
news sources you might be interested in seeing frequently, click on the newsstand icon at the bottom of Google News. You'll get a quick list of a range of sources that revolve around specific categories. Scroll down a little bit, and you'll also see sources and topics trending offline. Screenshot: Don't forget
David Mervdon to check googleEven news settings after you've spent all this time customizing Google News to reflect your interests and your favorite media, there's still more change and switch you can do for the app. Click on the icon in the top left corner of the app and click settings. Among the many
options you can play, you can set whether you want to play videos in Google News automatically or not, you can unmask the sources you accidentally pulled from the app's news feed, and you can set the type of notifications you want to receive from Google News (and most importantly, how often the app
should send them). Keeping yourself on top of the latest news is great and everything, but not if your co-workers kill you because your smartphone is buzzing every five minutes. Screenshot: David Murphy
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